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imKomjCTioB 

The interaction of mu-masons with matter is chiefly electro¬ 

magnetic in nature, Wheeler1® has shown that the specifically nuclear 

interaction of masons and nucleons is of the order of 10 ev, as com¬ 

pared to 10^ or 10T for electrical interaction. 

The electromagnetic interaction can heat he studied in scat¬ 

tering experiments, in which the meson interacts with the coulomb field 

of the nucleus. 

Mesons can he studied heat in the cosmic radiation, in which 

they form the majority of the penetrating component at sea level 

The enei'gies available range from effectively zero to the Bev region, 

and by sacrificing counting rate a narrow energy spectrum con ha stud¬ 

ied. Although a flux of the order of 10® times the cosmic rey flux can 

he obtained in the large accelerators, this is useful only for study of 

low energy mesons, since the available energy is only for a few hundred 

Mev. With the completion of the large "cosaotrons", however, the ex¬ 

periment described herein could he done to a high degree of accuracy. 

kittle is known about mu-m@sons because of their weak inter¬ 

action. At low energies the interaction is coulomb,.and there is good 

agreement between theory and experiment. At the energies discussed here 

however, little exact work has been done, and the theory is hampered by 

approximations and unresolved questions (spin, etc.). 
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mmm m mm os sommm 
We must distinguish between tvo types of scattering of su- 

mesons by nuclei* Coulomb and .Anomalous (or non-coulomb). fhe forms? 

Is the electromagnetic interaction of the mason and nucleus, which can 

be treated by relativistic quantum electrodynaraicB. The latter is es¬ 

sentially nuclear, and all evidence points toward its being very veals. 

The first work on scattering was reported by Vargus^ and 

Wilson and Blackett3*. The theory of email-angle ("multiple") coulomb 

scattering vaa developed by tftlliamaS * ha considered the scattering 

as composed of the aggregation of many email-angle scatterings. She 

probability of scattering from c<f -fv oi -tJ w is then 

--e~ ^ 
k> 

\ 

^ Is the mean square scattering angle, given by 

vf5* . (-s)'1 (H.r-3. i ly,. 2-J,1'«r 

where 2 £ el \l(»tl 

° ~ ~7T/*r7rfr~ 

Here ? = atomic number of soafeterer 

M - mens of scattered particle 

fi-Vc, ? = 

™ ~ mmbar of scattering nuclei per cnl 

^ ~ thickness of ecatterer 

She other symbols have the usual values. 
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Williams derived the above results by considering the oeatter- 

ing cut off at large and email angles by, respectively, the radius of the 

nucleus and the electronic screening. Sis model of the nucleus Is a 

sphere of radius , 

^ = O.tr. 

uitb a uniform charge distribution. This approximation is valid if 'X' , 

the do Broglie wave length of the meson, is largo compared to nuclear di¬ 

mensions. ibis condition is satisfied at a feu hundred Mov. An important 

feature of this scattering is the dependence upon ft s single scatter¬ 

ing can then be distinguished fsxta it because of its dependence directly 

upon "t. This worfc has been checked by Wilson2 using lead, Ccd©5 using 

tungsten, Vorgus^ using lead, Shutt^-*® using lead, and SinJba.9 using lead. 

3h addition, Smtt® Showed that single scattering predominates from 5° to 

90° although it is small. He found for meson energies above 500 Mev, too 

angular cross-sections i 

*xlo~Xilj;20% 4 tr 19 *,zVH £ 4 is m/* 

J«/<>’** °/0 <<r (tf. s °f 21“) < 2 I*(3~
7

*± !O V* 

per nucleon, /? ) is the integral cross-section for scattering be¬ 

tween and ft . Slnha^ used the same triggering method for his 

cloud chamber -that is described in this paper to select and narrow energy 

band, and showed that the \ft dependence held up to SCO Mav. 

Aiaaldl, Fldecaro, and y&rinnl11*12*1^ have recently (1950) ex¬ 

tended this study to higher energies. Tfeing counters,11 they studied the 

large-angle scattering of mesons of energy above 320 Mev in iron, and 
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obtained a value of 

*(0°) = *.*x/o~m*\ 

These authors have also extended the Williams theory to higher energies1^ 

when is of tho older of nuclear dimensions. At these energies it is 

necessary to consider tho individual taoson-nuclcon collisions, They 

consider light nuclei (&- 1<?J, and incident mesons of kinetic energy 

between 200 ffev and 6oo Mew. The nucleus is treated as a parabolic po¬ 

tential veil, and the meson can leave a nucleon, or nucleus, in the 

ground state (coherent scattering) or in an excited state (incoherent 

scattering), Their results are shown in Fig. 1. The differential cross- 

Jcr 
section le very sensitive to the charge distribution of the nucleon, 

and the structure of the meson and nucleon become important.^ & gauss- 
i M-

,Vr’' 

fca> ctoaa dietrilmtioB e 
proton and was tamed tho “radius” of the proton. 

was assumed for the 

Tho additional consideration of spin force® (hence meson-neu¬ 

tron forces) yields only a small correction.12 

EKEERBtESTAL AEFAEftSTB 

The experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The cloud cham¬ 

ber was constructed and operated under the direction of Br. Walker. It 

is rectangular, with a sensitive volume 24" x 16** x 11*% end filled with 

argon to 1.07 atmospheres and saturated with a mixture of 6% ethyl al¬ 

cohol - 35$ water. The six carbon plates and one lead plate extending 

across the chamber measure 2k" x 11” x 5/8”. Bach plate is covered with 
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two l/3£ silver-oa-glass ©irrors to increase ths light intensity in the 

center region of the chamber. 

A counter telescope was mounted as shown, so that a particle 

traversing the telescope would show in the sensitive voltssns of the cham¬ 

ber. ' Sis (Seiger counters were 16" x 1”, and were filled with lOca. argon 

end 2 cm. ethyl alcohol. They ware operated approximately 70 volts above 

threshold, and the wave-forms were checked daily. 

Si© top throe troys (A, S, end 0) consisted of 7, 8, and 8 

counters respectively, and served as a triple-coincidence telescope. 

Tray S is mad© up of 21 counters, arranged so as to enclose on three 

sides a 2" thick section of lead. Then if a particle passes through 

trays A, B, end C, and stops in the 2M of lead, failing to trigger any 

counter in tray 5, the ehaaiber Is expanded. t£ a quadruple coincidence 

(ASCB) is recorded, the chamber Is not expanded. Thus the ©asrgy of the 

Initiating particle most lie (in tame of range) between 33 3A” lead 

and 35 3 A” lend. This corresponds to an average energy of 1,150 I4sv. 

The counting rat© and wave shape of each counter in tray B was 

cheeked twice daily, since a failure of a single counter would nullify 

the results. As an additional check, two electromechanical register® 

recorded the total amber of triple; coincidences (ABO) and the anti co¬ 

incidences (AS0B) Only 5-33$ of the triple coincidences recorded as 

anti coincidences, so that the failure of a single counter would double 

the rate of anti coincidences. 

The pictures were taken with a 35 ass. stereoscopic camera, 

with the two lenses 19” apart. These negatives were then re-projected 

separately, and angles of scattering or between two tracks measured on 
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each. Then the true angles (polar and azimuthal) could he read from a 

previously-prepared graph. 

Fig. 3 shown an ©sea©!© of a picture. The triggering particle 

is la the right half of the chamber (marked TT). This picture is excep¬ 

tional in that it shove the only recorded case of a triggering particle 

being scattered through more than 5°* The scattering takes place in the 

bottom (lead) plate. The register records the expansion number ,• shortly 

after this picture# the anti -coincidence and triple coincidence register 

were re-mounted so that they could be photographed after each- expansion 

as well. 

AM£SSB Of MTA 

A total of 5 ,439 traversals by an initiating particle of a 

carbon plate were observed on the photographs taken by Walker, Eammsll, 

Sinclair, and Sorrells?*? in BO case was the trlggerer scattered through 

5° or more* Also 829 traversals of the lead plate were observed, with on© 

scattering through an angle greater than 5°; to wit, a scattering of 19° • 

(Fig. 3)* A scattering of 5° or more could be measured with certainty. 

Since not enough of the track was visible between the top of the chasher 

and the top carbon plate to be able to measure its direction, only 5/6 

of Idle above number of traversals could be counted, or 4,53®* 

We must, however, consider the nature of the triggering particle. 

Bosei16 states that over 99% of the penetrating particles of this energy at 

era level are mu-mesons, and the slight admixture of protons would tend 

to increase the scattering cross-section slightly. Since we will be 

interested in an upper limit to the cross-section, we will consider the 
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particles as being all mu-mesons. Also# other worhors used approximately 

tit© same mixture, so w© can compare our figures with those froa other 

experiments. 

E* aa air shower triggers the chamber# costing frost the aide, a 

spurious particle could pass as aa Initiator. 1st unless them raa only 

oas tracts, clearly pro-espansiou and showing the correct splitting# on 

a picture# it was aot Included la tho total, fhls guarded against ver¬ 

tical air-showers m well. 

So we can conclude that in each case whoa aa initiating particle 

ms clearly sad uniquely identified ©& a picture# tliat it was a mu-mason. 

fig. tj- shows the allowed solid angle through which particles 

pass and# without scattering# trigger the cheater, go we must consider 

the allowed scattering, since obviously some particles# if scattered# 

will not trigger the chamber# i.e. will he scattered out of the tele- 

scop©, while others that would ordinarily aot pass through the telescope 

will he scattered into it. 

let °t he tho polar eagle of a particle incident upon the top 

counter tray. We can take the differential meson intensity as 

J(o(\ Jot - I0 J« 

which will hold over the energy range considered. Let J7 ohe the solid 

angle through which unscattered particles eas trigger the- chamber. 

Since c«sl*fo(, is essentially constant ever Slot the flint will 

he constant with respect to °( . !2hen we can approximate to a lower 

limit for the mean free path hy saying that the particles travelling 

through JX o can he scattered between 0° and 10° and still trigger 
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the chamber. A© shotra in Mg, k, mm particles v3.il be scattered out 

of the telescope, while an approximately equal number will go through 

the top counter tray and ha scattered into the telescope. 

Wmu MQ tho total answer of carbon plate traversals by parti- 

oles passing through /l^ie known: b,530. 

Hew define Xi, as the annular solid angle between il«and the 

cone with half-angle 20°. particles In SI, striking tray A and scatter¬ 

ing through 15°, are in the average going straight down, therefor© for 

a particle in fT., , scattered through 10° to 2G°# the geometry is the 

eai© after scattering (as for as triggering the chamber is concerned) • 

as an unocattered particle in -do . So if we can calculate %, the 

nuahor ef particles in Sl\, that if scatter would he seen, vs can find 

again an upper limit on the scattering cross-section, this tin© fa? scat¬ 

tering-between 10° and 20°. 

Cvsl‘Tol is, to our approximation, constant over JX, . If 

&l is the effective area on which particles la SI, can be scattered 

into the telescope, and AQ the corresponding ares for JX, wc lave 

SI, ft, f ZSLH* )ll N0 
jX<, ** ( <-*« r~ / 

£111/ 
c<>S JO 7 

i.r 

t© shall consider tho scattering as taking place ia the center carbon 

plate, 8” from tray A. Than a particle passing through a -point on tray 

A, with - S° o'" 15* (issaa angles tor/ioand SI, > respectively), 

can b© scattered by the carbon on a circle of radii© & ef inches. 

If part of this circle lies off the carbon at one edge, a double Integra- 
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tion is squired to find Ki fits* fixing a point on the tray, and in¬ 

tegrating aver all the area of the carbon plate of which a particle in 

o or •a, con be scatter®! into the telescope, and then over tray A. 

this was done numerically in the following manners the tray and plate 

.are ruled off into a number of squares l.G?” on a side. Shea if a par¬ 

ties!© travels at m angle of 15° and crosses the square fey) on the 

plate, it can cross (approximately) the squares (x±Z, * I, (x± c1d:/1} 

(x, i I and ^ f ^ J , and ho scattered into the tele 

scope. At an angle of 9°> it mm reach an area equal to 1 l/s squares. 

(Sso fig. 5). (She coordinates are given in ’terms of a rectangular co¬ 

ordinate system*) Shell talcing the sum of the total number of squares 

reached from each square of tray A with a particle Inclined at 15°, 

and dividing hy the same sum for a particle at 5°, m ham 

l< 
U * /<>** - 7 

*S K toll 
1.9 

and 

A/( r 5.5" ? */tf * 

She effective area of tray A is reduced hy a factor of Cos while 

the ©mount of carbon traversed per plate is increased hy a factor —-— 
<0% «* 

those two corrections cancel. 

GALGOIAflOH Of GRQSS-SECflQB 

dhe prohahility of a partiole not being scattered in travers¬ 

ing a distance x is 

e 
•v* 



ct
* 
W
 

•JI0URB\5: AF??.OZIKME ITOKSMCAL IET3GBA2I0h\ -A particle pussia 
through the center square can pass through,the twelve shaded 
quares i.f it is inclined'through 15°, A particle' inclined 
fcrough 5 can pass through tiie shaded circle. 
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taker© X Is tlto Kean tarn path far ecsttaring. tt*® course of the 

ea^oriawat m cfouerved % tramrsalo of a carbon plat© of tfclo&noso 

t, th© ixmmimlG ©boerrod five at a tine. Bwsh tcwmaraol isi indo* 

pendent, eo the prdbafcilltj of not scattering la each traversal la 
_ */* 

<? 
*n*ri jjat til® SC* * 

r -«!»• -W,t/A 

le J ' * 
Wo ©an eat thiG ©$ual to 0*10 to mmm © ©»san%tit6 lower ilsit fear 

th© l^j^j jp©*t|| ftuft 

Xts’jo13)- ?'¥*'**<'*' 

trhich carrcnjionia to 

<r (%* to* ) - 2.*"a'%1t»% 

treating in © ahailar «BW th© scattering from X# to ao°, «o find 

X (t°* 20*'/ 5 2S. f* /© 9f"* 

and -z9 
<r (10*2°*} = 

rSH,° cm 

She ©two limits for olagx© eesttos-ins, hath large*©**gX© ooulosh end 

ancroO-oao* $sm Williams* worfe 3, wo can caleulat© the root im ©guars 

scatterXug angles 

] r„t,„ = O. I7i “ 

61noo scattering loos than 5° ms not measured, this Emall-angi© multiple 
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scattering would sot 1)© observed. The probability of observing such a 
-z8 

scattering would be of the order of Q 3 and would be negligible. 

cmsxBssxm 
The above upper limits for the cross-section are exhibited In 

table X, together with the values predicted by Amal&i, Fldeearo, sad 

Marlcnl^'. The upper limit for the cross-section per nucleus is compared 

with Shutt*a value8 in table II. 

Table! 

Angle Cross-section Observer 

S'-,o’ B. C * te Sinclair 
t< 

?,l, /r7f (rz I.H-t;/•''*! AIM 
ti (r: 2.t*(o'"h) AIM 

let 20° Sinclair 
• / 

ADM 
'# 17 (r - 2.f AIM 

where r is the proton '‘radius**. 

fable II 

MBla Gross-section per nucleon   Observer 

r./o* 2 ,*2 * / o ^ He ^ Sinclair 

» 

_ ■ ■ - 2 e/ v / e Shutt 

2-.*3T y /^'2T 
Sinclair 

f-17c . '-*** <$*> x ! e Shutt 

The values of Amaldi, Fidecaro, and Marian! were calculated 
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using a meson energy of 600 Mav, while Shuttle values were obtained us¬ 

ing all mesons in the cosmic radiation above 500 Mev. 

She dependence upon energy of the cross-section Is illustrated 

in both fables I and XI. Aaal&i, fidecaro, and Mariaal find the cross- 

section at 200 Mev higher by a factor of 10 than that of 6oo ffevi sine© 

we can attribute most of Shutt’s scattering to the lower-energy masons, 

the same factor holds true from 500 Mav to 1,150 M©v. The experiment did 

not give exact enough results to give any definite value of the proton 

radius, fhe derived upper limits do not exclude the theoretical work 

of Asaldi, Sidecar©, and Marianl, but would tend to indicate a value 

of the proton radius at least as large as their higher value, t('K(0 cm. 

Future experiments should be designed with the scattering in 

mind, fhe geometry could be simplified, and cylindrical symmetry used. 

Provision should be made for observing large-angle scattering directly, 

end many more particles studied, A value of the radius of the "bars*' 

proton could thus be obtained. 

AmmmmmsB 
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